INVERTED GROUND FLOOR PLAN
INVERTED FIRST FLOOR PLAN
1. FRONT BAY
2. FROM FRONT BAY TOWARDS SOUTH - EAST
3. PART ELEVATION OF NORTH - WEST WING
4. NORTH SIDE WINDOW
5. WINDOW DETAILS OF NORTH - WEST WING
6. EAST FACING FACADE
7. SOUTH - WEST CORNER
8. VIEW OF NORTH - WEST WING
1. FRONT CORRIDOR OF NORTH WING AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
2. REAR CORRIDOR OF NORTH WING AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
3. DOOR DETAIL AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
4. RESTORED CEILING WITH STRUCTURAL STRENGTHENING OF FRONT CORRIDOR OF NORTH WING AT THE GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
5. VIEW OF CENTRAL HALL SHOWING RESTORED CEILING AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
6. VIEW OF CENTRAL HALL AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL SHOWING VARIOUS DETAILS
7. VIEW OF CENTRAL HALL TOWARDS FRONT BAY AT GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
8. RESTORED CEILING WITH STRUCTURAL STRENGTHENING OF ROOM OF NORTH WING AT THE GROUND FLOOR LEVEL
1. Rear Corridor of North Wing at First Floor Level Towards Central Hall

2. Front Corridor of North Wing at First Floor Level Towards Central Hall

3. Truss Details of Central Hall at First Floor Level

4. Front Corridor of North Wing at First Floor Level Showing Window Details

5. Truss Details of Classroom in North Wing at First Floor Level

6. View of Classroom in North Wing at First Floor Level

7. View of Central Hall in West Side with Window and Truss Details

8. View of Central Hall in West Side with Window and Truss Details
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First Floor Plan